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Reasons to Choose

We Specialize in Coolsculpting ONLY
This is such a huge distinction between CoolRenewal Spa and other locations in the area that offer CoolSculpting. By focusing
on ONLY one type of treatment, our staff have become experts in assessing the right patient for the procedure and creating
a customized treatment plan. CoolSculpting is an art form that takes learned practice and repetition. Make sure you choose a
facility that specializes. It’s your body!!

We are the Largest Coolsculpting Provider in the United States
Not to brag, but for the past year, our locations in the Charlotte and Lake Norman areas have performed more CoolSculpting
treatments than any other facility in the nation. We know how to do this treatment correctly. Our expertise is invaluable.
We always say, “We aren’t the best, because we are the biggest, we are the biggest because we are the best!”

Results, Results, Results.
Good results are key. We can tout our expertise, size and beautiful location all day long, but without great patient results
it means nothing. Our patients love their CoolSculpting results. We are very intentional with each patient to understand
what they are trying to achieve and we make sure the results of their treatment match their expectations.

Experienced Staff
When you are considering CoolSculpting, you want to make sure you have an experienced technician performing the assessment
and more importantly, the treatment. Our staff is second to none in the Charlotte area when it comes to experience with the
CoolSculpting procedure. Because we have performed thousands and thousands of treatments, we each have significant on
the job training. In addition, we are all graduates of CoolSculpting University and are consistently enrolled in CoolSculpting
continuing education programs.

Pampering Spa and Outrageous Patient Experience
Our locations in South Charlotte and Lake Norman are designed completely around your CoolSculpting experience. Always
impeccably clean, each treatment room has a luxurious massage bed and a large, flat-screen tv with complimentary Apple TV
or Netflix. We even include lunch or dinner during your treatment! When you are with us, your comfort and experience are
of the utmost importance.

Ability to “DualSculpt”
Because we focus solely on CoolSculpting, each of our locations has several machines and applicators enabling patients to have
multiple areas treated at once. This “DualSculpting” takes half the time of other facilities that don’t specialize in CoolSculpting.

We Have the Most Current CoolSculpting Equipment
Because CoolSculpting is our singular focus at CoolRenewal Spa, we work closely with Zeltiq (CoolSculpting parent
company) to have the most state of the art equipment. They are constantly designing new applicators, machines and
accessories to treat new areas with shorter treatment times. As a result, we will always the have latest CoolSculpting
technology—often times before the rest of the country.

...it’s ALL we do!
1.844.SPA.COOL

CoolRenewalSpa.com

Chill with us

